
 

JUSTICE UPDATE - AUGUST 2005 

Food Insecurity  
In one pantry in Northeast Iowa on a spring Saturday morning, a group of five volunteers unpacked 

large boxes of food to prepare boxes with a variety of items.  A younger woman with long, straight light 
brown hair pulled up in an older blue pickup.  She came in with a toddler in pale pink ski pants to protect 
her from the unusual spring cold.  Volunteers played with the girl, complimenting her smile.  The woman’s 
fiancé was working full time on a local farm raising pigs, but that wasn’t enough to support the family of 
five.  An older volunteer helped the mother out to the back of the truck with two boxes of food.  The boxes 
were secured because she lived on gravel roads several miles into the country.   
     As she left, one of the volunteers asked the mother if she needed any children’s cold medicine.  They 
had some extra in the pantry.  The mother nodded, took the small box, thanked the volunteer and 
stepped outside with her daughter.   
 
Connections: 

Guarantee the right to …food security…allocating the national and international resources 
required.  (Earth Charter III, 9a) 
 
1990: Pope John Paul II’s World Day of Peace Message discusses the linkages that exist between 
poverty, land tenure, agricultural processes, and the degradation of the environment.  Environmental 
damage is one of many threats to food security throughout the world. 
 
Reflection: 

Currently there are nearly two-thirds of all adults and more than one in 10 youth that are obese.  If 
this is not reversed, we may see these obese individuals living less time than their parents.  Some critics 
contend that as a result, programs such as the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, 
Infants and Children (WIC), food stamps and other child nutrition programs as no longer a hunger 
problem.   

In fact, the opposite is true.  More than one in ten households experience food insecurity (lack of 
access to enough food to fully meet basic needs at all times).  Most times, families scrape by with enough 
to avoid real hunger but lack the money to buy healthy, nutritious foods needed for a balanced diet.  Many 
low-income families consume foods low in nutritional quality and high in calories, fats, and sugars 
because they are cheaper.  One in ten households in the U.S. is living at risk of hunger.  
 



Loss of job is the number one reason for use of a food pantry by emergency clients in Northeast Iowa.  
Around 59% of pantry clients use the facility on a supplemental basis in Northeast Iowa.  Government 
programs are no longer sufficient.  Continued cuts in government programs will increase demand on the 
nonprofit sector thus shifting the responsibility to local nonprofits.   
 
Actions:   
 
1. Contact your legislators and be sure that they know that food stamp programs are important and need 
to be protected from cuts.  Share a story if you able to illustrate your point.   
 
2. The United Nations Development Program estimates that the basic health and nutrition needs of the 
world's poorest people could be met for an additional $13 billion a year.  Visit various websites related to 
hunger: www.thehungersite.org; www.bread.org; what differences exist between hunger and food 
insecurity?  
 
3. Bread for the World is requesting an offering of letters and/or calls to our legislators in regard to the 
Hunger-Free Communities Act of 2005 (S. 1120 and HR 2717).   
Visit http://capwiz.com/bread/home/ to learn about the bill and to take action 
 
4. How aware am I to the needs of those in my own geographic community?  Have I seen the face food 
insecurity lately?  Am I aware of any research done on the issue such as “Hunger in the Heartland: A 
Portrait of Need in Northeast Iowa?”  Is my use of food in keeping with the sustainability of our earth, my 
neighbors’ needs and my sisters and brothers needs in Niger, Africa?   
 
5. Twenty percent of the world’s population consumes 80% of the world’s resources. If everyone in the 
world lived the kind of consumer lifestyle that we do in the U.S., we would need three times the resources 
the planet provides. What does this tell us about differences in consumption, especially of food? Think of 
some examples of food consumption that are related to the fact that 1/3 of the U.S. population, including 
a growing number of children, go hungry regularly. What does this tell us about what Pope John Paul II 
calls “lifestyles of excess?” 
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